To:

Members of the Peterborough Architectural Conservation
Advisory Committee (PACAC)

From:

Erik Hanson, Heritage Resources Coordinator

Meeting Date:

November 1, 2018

Subject:

Report PACAC18-046
Young Canada Works Presentation
______________________________________________________________________

Purpose
A report to recommend that the PACAC receive a presentation from the Heritage
Preservation Office’s Young Canada Works Intern.

Recommendation
That the Peterborough Architectural Conservation Advisory Committee approve the
recommendation outlined in Report PACAC18-046, dated November 1, 2018 of the
Heritage Resources Coordinator, as follows:
That the PACAC receive for information a presentation from the Heritage Preservation
Office’s Young Canada Works Intern.

Budget and Financial Implications
There are no budgetary or financial implications associated with the recommendation.
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Background
In 2012, the PACAC allocated funds for a project to commemorate Martha Kidd who
had passed away that year. Several projects were considered over the years, but were
deemed either too costly or as having insufficient community impact. In 2017, the
committee approved the expenditure of the funds for the creation of an app-based
walking tour that would showcase the city’s heritage and could be freely accessed by
the public. This app will make use of the City’s current mapping software and the funds
allocated by the PACAC have been used to hire an intern to undertake this project.
In 2018, the Heritage Preservation Office was awarded a Young Canada Works grant to
hire a recent graduate for six months to undertake this project. The grant received from
Young Canada Works provides additional funding to hire an intern full time dedicated
solely to this project. An intern was hired in September and has begun preliminary work
on developing the walking tour app and Story Map. Victoria Hamilton, the intern hired to
work on the project, will make a presentation to the PACAC on her work so far and
project’s projected outcomes.

Submitted by,

Erik Hanson
Heritage Resources Coordinator

Contact Name:
Erik Hanson
Heritage Resources Coordinator
Phone: 705-742-7777 Ext. 1489
Toll Free: 1-855-738-3755
Fax: 705-748-8824
E-Mail: ehanson@peterborough.ca

Emily Turner
Heritage Researcher

